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Summary

• The EDGES signal is perfectly compatible with any type 
of Dark Matter 

• EDGES creates link between star formation and DM 
temperature. 

• More info on one? Stronger prediction / constraint on 
the other.
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• Spin temperature: 

• Gas temperature: kinetic collisions 

• CMB temperature:  

• Ly-α colour temperature:
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• “the best-fitting amplitude of the profile is more than a 
factor of two greater than the largest predictions” 

• “The low- frequency edge of the observed profile 
indicates that stars existed and had produced a 
background of Lyman-α photons by 180 million years 
after the Big Bang.“ 

• “The high-frequency edge indicates that the gas was 
heated to above the radiation temperature less than 100 
million years later.“
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First stars!



Stars and DM Haloes
• Stars form in DM haloes
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FIG. 1. Halo mass functions at redshifts 17, 18.2 and 19.6 for cold, warm, mixed, and fuzzy (ultra-light axion) dark matter (from
left to right). Empty and filled symbols are from N=10243 simulations with box-length of 8 and 16 Mpc/h, respectively. Error
bars correspond to the Poisson uncertainties. Solid and dotted lines show the predictions from the extended Press-Schechter
model with sharp-k and tophat filter.

Wise et al. [44] find a stellar-to-gas ratio consistently
below f⇤ = 0.03 for haloes in the relevant mass range
of 106 � 109 M�/h. This is confirmed by various other
simulations, see e.g. Refs. [46–48]. The main reason for
the low value of f⇤ is radiation pressure and supernova
feedback regulating the formation of stars. The stellar-
to-baryon fraction is not expected to significantly change
for non-cold dark matter models.

So far we have discussed the emergence of a 21-cm
absorption signal induced by the UV light of first stars.
We now turn our attention towards the gas heating pro-
cess which makes the absorption signal disappear again.
The gas heating is caused by the X-ray radiation back-
ground from starburst galaxies, quasar, and supernova
remnants. We adopt a simple recipe for the heating rate
�X (see Eq. 3) given by

�X(z) = fXfheatcX ⇢̇⇤(z), (9)

where cX = 2.6 ⇥ 1039 erg s�1 (M�yr)�1 is a normali-
sation factor [constrained by observations of the nearby
universe, see 49], fheat is the fraction of radiation de-
posited as heat [obtained as in 50], and fX is an e�ciency
parameter, absorbing uncertainties related to the redshift
evolution. In Ref. [51] it is shown that such a simple
prescription is su�ciently accurate for our analysis. We
allow fX to vary within the limits 0.2  fX  4 which
produces a signal expected from source galaxies with sim-
ilar properties than the observed galaxies at z ⇠ 6 � 8
[see Ref. 45]. Also note that models with fX > 4 lead
to reduced absolute amplitudes of the absorption signal
below 100 mK, which would not be detectable with an
experiment like EDGES.

III. THE HALO MASS FUNCTION

The abundance of haloes as a function of mass and red-
shift is a crucial ingredient of the model outlined above.
For the case of CDM, the halo mass function is well de-
scribed by the extended Press-Schechter (EPS) method

[52–54]. However, the standard EPS model fails for non-
cold DM models where significant free streaming or parti-
cle interactions lead to a suppression of the linear power
spectrum. For such cases an EPS model with sharp-k
filter is preferred for an accurate prediction of the halo
abundance [3, 55–57]. We follow Ref. [3, 56] and write
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where Plin(k) is the linear power spectrum and ⇥ the
Heaviside step-function. Finally, the halo mass is con-
nected to the radius via M = 4⇡⇢̄(cR)3/3 with c = 2.5.
The halo mass function of Eq. (10) has been shown

to provide accurate predictions for generic non-cold DM
models at redshift z  5 [3, 56, 58]. In order to test its
applicability for the very high redshifts considered here,
we run a suite of N -body simulations for cold DM, warm
DM (with thermal mass mTH = 6 keV), mixed DM (with
a fraction f = 0.2 of warm DM of mTH = 1 keV), and
fuzzy DM (i.e. ultra-light axion DM with mass ma = 2⇥
10�20 eV) using the N -body code Pkdgrav3 [59, 60]. The
initial conditions of the simulations were generated with
the MUSIC code [61] based on power spectra from CLASS
[62, 63] and axionCAMB [64]. For box size and particle
number we choose L = 8, 16 Mpc/h and N = 10243.
Fig. 1 shows the halo mass functions from our simula-

tions (symbols with error bars) together with predictions
from the sharp-k as well as the standard tophat EPS mass
functions (solid and dotted lines). While the tophat mass
function significantly over-predicts the halo abundance
for all non-cold DM scenarios, the sharp-k mass function
provides a good match to the data. We conclude that
Eq. (10) can be safely used to predict the clustering of
non-cold DM models at the relevant redshifts.
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Stars and DM Haloes
• Stars form in DM haloes 

• No haloes   ===>  no stars. 

• WDM surely ruled out! 
 
[A. Schneider, Constraining Non-Cold Dark Matter Models with the 
Global 21-cm Signal, 1805.00021] 
 
[A. Lidz and L. Hui, The Implications of a Pre-reionization 21 cm 
Absorption Signal for Fuzzy Dark Matter, 1805.01253]



[L. Gao, T. Theuns and V. Springel, Star forming filaments in warm dark 
matter models, Mon. Not. Roy. Astron. Soc. 450 (2015) 45–52, 
1403.2475]
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Figure 6. Star formation history of the Aq-A galaxy in warm dark matter. Left panel: the stellar mass formed up to redshift z that resides in the spherical over
density (SO) galaxy at z = 0 is shown as the red line, the stellar mass that already resides in the SO’s progenitor at redshift z is shown as the black line. Above
z ⇠ 6 the red line is far above the black line because most stars are in filaments. The stellar mass indicated by the black line is the sum of the green mass -
stars formed in the SO, and the dashed blue line - stars accreted to the SO. Right panel: Ratio of all stars (black line) and newly formed stars (red line), outside
the main halo to those in the main halo, as a function of redshift. The red line is above one for z > 6, again showing that early on most stars form in filaments,
and star formation in filaments continues to at least z = 1. The black line is also mostly above one for z > 6, meaning that most stars also reside in filaments
at z > 6.

tures would be detectable in absorption as Lyman-limit (LLS) or
Damped Lyman-↵ systems (DLAs). It would be worth exploring if
their properties are sufficiently different from the LLS and DLAs
that form in CDM that we could distinguish the WDM-type mod-
els discussed here from CDM. In particular, we expect the auto-
correlation function of LLS to be significantly different between
CDM and WDM.

We can speculate about the fraction of stars that forms in fil-
aments in WDM versus in the main galaxy, but we caution that
this is necessarily uncertain given our simplified star formation im-
plementation and even more importantly our neglect of feedback.
Traditionally the dark matter and stellar distribution of a simulation
is dissected in ‘haloes’ - defined by linking close enough particles
together in a friends-of-friends (FOF) halo (Davis et al. 1985) to
select nearly spherical regions within which the density is ⇠ 200
times the critical density. In WDM models this dissection does not
work properly because FOF will select not just the halo but most
of the surrounding filament as well. We therefore run a spherical
over density algorithm (hereafter denoted SO) centred at the loca-
tion of the most bound FOF particle to define the halo instead as a
spherical region within which the mean density is ⇠ 200 times the
critical density. At high z⇠>7 say, this assigns most of the mass that
eventually ends up in the z = 0 object to filaments - consistent with
the visual appearance from Fig. 1. We can now distinguish between
stars inside and outside the SO. We will refer to the most massive
SO as the progenitor of the z = 0 galaxy.

How the z = 0 galaxy is build-up of stars formed in its main
progenitor, and stars formed in filaments, is illustrated in Figure 5,
left panel. The red curve is the total mass of stars formed up to red-
shift z, that are inside the SO galaxy at z = 0. The black curve is
the mass of the SO galaxy at redshift z - which is much less than
the red curve above z = 6 because most stars are still in filaments
at this early time. The green and dashed-blue curve are the stellar
masses of the SO galaxy that formed in situ (green), or were ac-
creted onto the SO (dashed blue). The black line in the right panel
is the ratio of stellar mass outside the SO galaxy to mass inside the
SO galaxy, for stars that are in the galaxy at z = 0. The red line

shows this ratio for stars that formed recently - in the small redshift
bins indicated in the panel. We see that star formation is higher in
filaments than in the SO galaxy above z = 6 - by up to a factor of
10. Two large accretion events (at z ⇠ 6 and z ⇠ 8) drain filament
stars into the SO galaxy, and by z ⇠ 6 the mass in the SO galaxy
becomes comparable to the mass of stars in filaments.

Figure 6 quantitatively confirms the visual impression from
Figs. 1-3, that star and galaxy formation is dominated by filaments
in the WDM model, of this particular galaxy before z = 6. Star
formation in filaments accounts for ⇠ 3 ⇥ 1010 h�1M� of stellar
mass by z = 0, or 15 per cent of the ⇠ 2 ⇥ 1011h�1M� of the
final galaxy.

3 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have performed cosmological hydrodynamical simulations of
the formation of a Milky Way-like galaxy in a warm dark matter
(WDM) scenario. The model we investigate uses a CDM trans-
fer function exponentially cut-off below the free-streaming scale
of a WDM particle which is equivalent to that of a 1.5 keV ther-
mal relic. The simulation includes radiative cooling from hydrogen
and helium, inverse Compton cooling off the CMB, and thermal
bremsstrahlung, in the presence of an imposed uniform optically
thin UV/X-ray background, but ignores cooling from metals and
from molecules. The simulation uses a very simple sub-grid model
for star formation and neglects feedback from star formation. We
examined to what extent star formation in the dense filaments that
are characteristic for this WDM model contributes to the final red-
shift z = 0 stellar mass and its build-up.

At very high redshifts, z⇠>8 say, dense and extended fila-
ments several co-moving mega parsecs long, form before dark
matter haloes themselves appear. Gas in those filaments is cold
(T ⇠ 104 K, the base of the cooling function in the absence of
metals and molecules) and dense (nH⇠>0.1cm�3) enough to form
stars in our sub-grid model for star formation. Filaments continue to
dominate star formation, with gas accreting onto them at high speed
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Figure 6. Star formation history of the Aq-A galaxy in warm dark matter. Left panel: the stellar mass formed up to redshift z that resides in the spherical over
density (SO) galaxy at z = 0 is shown as the red line, the stellar mass that already resides in the SO’s progenitor at redshift z is shown as the black line. Above
z ⇠ 6 the red line is far above the black line because most stars are in filaments. The stellar mass indicated by the black line is the sum of the green mass -
stars formed in the SO, and the dashed blue line - stars accreted to the SO. Right panel: Ratio of all stars (black line) and newly formed stars (red line), outside
the main halo to those in the main halo, as a function of redshift. The red line is above one for z > 6, again showing that early on most stars form in filaments,
and star formation in filaments continues to at least z = 1. The black line is also mostly above one for z > 6, meaning that most stars also reside in filaments
at z > 6.
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Figure 6. Star formation history of the Aq-A galaxy in warm dark matter. Left panel: the stellar mass formed up to redshift z that resides in the spherical over
density (SO) galaxy at z = 0 is shown as the red line, the stellar mass that already resides in the SO’s progenitor at redshift z is shown as the black line. Above
z ⇠ 6 the red line is far above the black line because most stars are in filaments. The stellar mass indicated by the black line is the sum of the green mass -
stars formed in the SO, and the dashed blue line - stars accreted to the SO. Right panel: Ratio of all stars (black line) and newly formed stars (red line), outside
the main halo to those in the main halo, as a function of redshift. The red line is above one for z > 6, again showing that early on most stars form in filaments,
and star formation in filaments continues to at least z = 1. The black line is also mostly above one for z > 6, meaning that most stars also reside in filaments
at z > 6.
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stars into the SO galaxy, and by z ⇠ 6 the mass in the SO galaxy
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Figure 6 quantitatively confirms the visual impression from
Figs. 1-3, that star and galaxy formation is dominated by filaments
in the WDM model, of this particular galaxy before z = 6. Star
formation in filaments accounts for ⇠ 3 ⇥ 1010 h�1M� of stellar
mass by z = 0, or 15 per cent of the ⇠ 2 ⇥ 1011h�1M� of the
final galaxy.

3 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have performed cosmological hydrodynamical simulations of
the formation of a Milky Way-like galaxy in a warm dark matter
(WDM) scenario. The model we investigate uses a CDM trans-
fer function exponentially cut-off below the free-streaming scale
of a WDM particle which is equivalent to that of a 1.5 keV ther-
mal relic. The simulation includes radiative cooling from hydrogen
and helium, inverse Compton cooling off the CMB, and thermal
bremsstrahlung, in the presence of an imposed uniform optically
thin UV/X-ray background, but ignores cooling from metals and
from molecules. The simulation uses a very simple sub-grid model
for star formation and neglects feedback from star formation. We
examined to what extent star formation in the dense filaments that
are characteristic for this WDM model contributes to the final red-
shift z = 0 stellar mass and its build-up.

At very high redshifts, z⇠>8 say, dense and extended fila-
ments several co-moving mega parsecs long, form before dark
matter haloes themselves appear. Gas in those filaments is cold
(T ⇠ 104 K, the base of the cooling function in the absence of
metals and molecules) and dense (nH⇠>0.1cm�3) enough to form
stars in our sub-grid model for star formation. Filaments continue to
dominate star formation, with gas accreting onto them at high speed
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Star formation 

A single e↵ect that could be solely responsible for the low-energy side of the absorption trough observed
by EDGES, is the decrease of the spin temperature relative to the CMB temperature, by star-emitted
Ly-↵ photons with a colour temperature that lies initially below the CMB temperature, and in absence
of kinetic collisions in the gas. Hence, the existence of this absorption is a possibly clean and hard proof
of the existence of su�ciently many stars to cool the spin temperature of the hydrogen gas.

At the other end of the trough, the increased spin temperature is explained by an increase in the
colour temperature around the Ly-↵ frequency; the theoretical consequence of the growing population of
stars.

From the reasoning above, it should be manifest that the key driver in using the EDGES data to
constrain any model of the universe, is the star formation rate in said model.

Following Ref. [16], we parametrize the star-formation ansatz,

⇢̇⇤(z) = f⇤⇢̄b,0ḟcoll(z), (1)

for redshift z, star density ⇢⇤, ˙⌘ d
dt with time t, ⇢̄b,0 the homogeneous baryon density today, fcoll(z) the

fraction of baryons in collapsed structures, and f⇤ the fraction of collapsed baryons that form stars.
The heating rate from stars, �X , is defined as,

�X(z) = fXfheatcX ⇢̇⇤(z), (2)

where fXfheat are a combination of heating e�ciency and the amount of radiation deposited as heat, and
cX is an observationally constrained normalization.

3 Method and parameters

We compute the halo-mass function using the Press-Schechter formalism, with the Sheth-Tormen approx-
imation with a k-sharp filter, which is the appropriate filter in the case of WDM [?]

Reference.

. Cosmological parameters are fixed to the central values reported by Planck [24] – h = 0.673,
⌦m = 0.315, ⌦b = 0.049, �8 = 0.83, n = 0.965.

Additionally, we consider resonantly produced sterile-neutrino DM, with DM particle mass of 7 keV
and lepton asymmetry3 L6 = 10, motivated by its consistency with observed properties of the 3.5 keV
emission line in X-ray spectra of DM-dominated objects [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34], observations of
the Lyman-↵ forest [35], cosmic reionization [22, 19], and Milky Way satellite and galaxy counts [36, 37].

We calculated the 21 cm absorption trough resulting from these halo-mass functions, using ARES4

code [38]. For these calculations, we used X-ray heating parameter equal to fX = 1.0, well within the
range of Ref. [16].

Explain where the number 1 comes from, actual paper that computes it, not just Schneider.

The minimal virial temperature of DM halos is fixed to Tmin = 104 K, corresponding to atomic
hydrogen cooling, see, e.g., Fig. 12 and Eq. (26) of [2].

Also, we used the star formation e�ciency parameter f⇤ equal to 0.3 and 0.09, well within the range
considered in [39] and based on matching the observed high-z luminosity function to the expected number
of haloes in frames of CDM model, see [40, 41, 42], but boosted by factors of 10 and 3 higher compared
to the maximal value adopted in [16]. Beware, that this boost is chosen to demonstrate an e↵ective
picture; we insist that the true parameter which is modified, is the combination f⇤ḟcoll(z). Both fcoll(z)
and ḟcoll(z), for WDM and sterile neutrino models, are up to an order of magnitude smaller than for
CDM, as Fig. 2 demonstrates.

4 Results

In Figure 1, we show the evolution of �Tb from redshift for three models of our choice. It shows that both
WDM model (with mass of thermal relic equal to 6 keV) and sterile neutrino model (with sterile neutrino
mass equal to 7 keV and lepton asymmetry equal to L6 = 10) models of our choice explain the timing
of 21-cm absorption through observed by EDGES under a reasonable choice of astrophysics parameters,

3Following [25, 26], we parametrize lepton asymmetry as L6 ⌘ 106(n⌫e � n⌫̄e )/s, where n⌫e and n⌫̄e are the number
densities of electron neutrinos and antineutrinos, and s is the total entropy density in early Universe.

4https://bitbucket.org/mirochaj/ares
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WDM and EDGES

Figure 1: �Tb as function of redshift z for three models of interest: CDM, thermal-relic WDM with mass
mTH = 6 keV, and resonantly produced sterile-neutrino DM with mass 7 keV and lepton asymmetry
L6 = 10. For all these models, the minimal virial temperature of halos is fixed to Tmin = 104 K,
corresponding to atomic hydrogen cooling, see, e.g., Fig. 12 and Eq. (26) of [2]. The stellar formation
e�ciency f⇤ is boosted by factor 3 with respect to the upper bound f⇤ < 0.03 considered in [16], see
detailed discussion of this boost factor in our Sec. 5. In this example, due to higher star formation
e�ciency compared with [16], the position of 21-cm absorption trough appears at higher redshifts, still
consistent with EDGES observations (indicated by grey vertical lines) for all three models of our interest.

similar to CDM model. Also, for all chosen models (including CDM), we are not able to reproduce
the large amplutude of 21-cm absorption through (500+500

�200
mK) observed by EDGES [1]. Given these

facts, we are not able to discriminate between CDM, WDM and sterile neutrino models by using EDGES
observations.

5 Discussion

Even if the expert may be alarmed when comparing our choice of star-formation e�ciency with the limit
adopted by [16], it is crucial to remember that f⇤ḟcoll(z) is a parametrization only, and does not provide
the whole picture of star formation. By design, fcoll gives the fraction of baryons that collapsed inside
a DM halo. But, as Ref. [18] points out, star formation predominantly takes place in filaments at such
high redshifts in a WDM universe. The left pane in Fig. 6 of [18] shows that the upper bound f⇤ < 0.03,
considered in [16], is not justified. Instead, we allow for f⇤ to be f⇤ = 0.09, to compensate for the missing
of filaments in the halo-mass bookkeeping; in our Fig. 1 we simply boost f⇤ḟcoll by this factor. If the
star formation in filaments were a linear function of the star formation in haloes, our approach would be
justified.

In addition, matching the observed high-z luminosity function to the expected number of haloes in
frames of CDM model, see [40, 41, 42], leads to an extra factor 2 of further boosting the upper bound
for f⇤, as our Fig. 2 demonstrates.

E↵ectively, what we show, is that the ratio of stars-to-halos is large in a WDM universe, if it is to
explain the high-redshift end of the EDGES absorption trough, as it clearly does in Figure 1. It is crucial
to bear in mind, that (1) up to two thirds of these stars do not live in the halos but in filaments [18],
hence skewing the stars-to-halos ratio to unusual numbers, and (2) that star formation indeed can be
more e�cient in certain WDM halos [19].

To summarize, it is not at all impossible, in any WDM model, to reach the star formation rate
necessary to explain the EDGES signal. The reason for this, is the shear uncertainty about star formation
in each model of the universe.
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Conclusion

• Overconfident assumptions about star formation: 
constrain DM model 

• EDGES and DM model: 
constrain star formation. 

• EDGES data do not allow for ruling out DM models.  

• EDGES data shed light on star formation.
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